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Abstract

In this paper Beckett’s novel, How It Is, is discussed in the light of the monomyth of quest. It is argued that this novel does not follow the traditional framework of novel and it has an antihero of the twentieth century with a vague and uncertain quest. In most works of fiction, the quest is followed by fulfillment and accomplishment to make the protagonist worth his painstaking labor and suffering, while with Beckett’s characters, failure becomes the dominant issue. Most of his characters are narrators of their own tale who face failure of expression though they are obliged to express it. The characters with one syllable names of Bem, Bom and Pim represent the mankind stuck in the "mud" of the present unable to distinguish past, present or future. There is a constant tendency to reach the goal which is unattainable.
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1. Introduction

In mythology and literature, a quest is a journey towards a goal conducted by the hero or the major character. Quests appear in the folklore of every nation playing a prominent role in non-national cultures. In literature, the object of quest requires great exertion on the part of the hero, the overcoming of many obstacles, as well as travelling over a body of water. In the traditional tales of hero adventure, the hero is endowed with extraordinary powers from the moment of birth. "The standard path of the mythological adventure of the hero," according to Campbell's The Hero with a Thousand Faces (1949), is a "magnification of the formula represented in the rites of passage: separation—initiation—return: which might be named the nuclear unit of the monomyth" (p. 28). A hero starts upon a journey from his ordinary world and enters into a world of supernatural wonders; he encounters forces and wins victories. The hero returns from this mysterious adventure having gained insight and has the power to bestow blessing on his fellow men.

In Joseph Campbell’s description of the hero cycle, the adventure is always a passage beyond the known into the unknown; the powers that watch at the boundary are dangerous; to tackle them is risky, but for any one with competence and bravery the danger will disappear. This is a descent into the dark in which the conscious personality has connected to a change of unconscious energy which is almost impossible to handle. Campbell in his other book, The Power of Myth (1988), states that the hero must suffer all the trials and tests of a terrifying sea journey, while he will learn how to come to terms with the power of the dark and emerge to a new way of
life. He adds that there are two kinds of heroes: those who choose to undertake the journey and those that do not. In the former, the hero sets out responsibly and intentionally to perform and achieve the goal or quest, while in the latter, the hero is thrown into the adventure. He has not intended to accomplish anything but what he is ordained to.

The character of the modern novel cannot be labeled as hero performing certain heroic actions because the individual’s sense of his own potency, as Ihab Hassan (1973) states "his power to effect change and mold events, though their withdrawal from the world compels them into a fragile or futile relation to themselves" (p. 15). Solipsism, the situation in which the individual self is unaware of anything beyond itself, separates a character so much from the external world that subjective reality stops being reality. When emphasis on the subjective qualities of character suggests that selfhood is always changing and unstable, another problem appears: identity disappears by the diversity that comprises the self. Selfhood gets split up so much that it misses being a constant character.

2. Discussion

The purpose of this study is to unravel the way Samuel Beckett deals with the concept of quest in his novel, How It Is (1964). Unlike the other works of art containing a significant quest imposed on the hero/character, Beckett’s character is an antihero of the twentieth century with a vague and uncertain quest. In most works of fiction, the quest is almost always followed by fulfillment and accomplishment to make the protagonist worth his painstaking labor and suffering, but when it comes to Beckett’s characters, failure becomes the dominant issue. Most of his characters are narrators of their own tale who face failure of expression though they are obliged to express it. A step forward in Beckett’s world is a step backward. Nowhere do we see any ground which supports man’s life or can stand as its touchstone to be compared with. As A. Scott Nathan (1962) has observed of the image of man in Beckett’s world “man is nothing because there is nothing either in or beyond existence that sanctions or gives any kind of warrant or dignity to the human enterprise” (p. 178). In his world being is reduced to the most minimum possibility, existence is pointless, and man is a decrepit robot in search of a self which he can never find, and which, if he found, he could not know, and if he knew it, could not express or love it.

The underlying theme of all of Beckett’s work as Laura Barge (1977) says is “this search of the heroes for whatever constitutes metaphysical reality, for the ground of being which is the essence of truth at the core of human experience” (p. 276). Obsessed with this search and considering its aim to be covered at the bottom of human consciousness, the protagonists turn from the macrocosm and dive deeper into the microcosm in search of what they desire. What the characters face coming down to the microcosm is just a void or nothingness. Because what is being searched for is something that is there, it is paradoxically not only negative but also positive, “a plenum—void” (Barge, 1977:277). It never gives any substance but continually goes back into infinity. The Cartesian character is entangled in the inner subjective world so much that he is reluctant to deal with the objective one, so his reaction towards the outer world establishes the form of defense mechanism facing others and he, finally, resumes for the unattainable real identity or selfhood. He attempts to protect himself against the dangers to his being which are the result of his failure to achieve a secure sense of his own identity. Beckett’s whole cannon is the character’s struggle to reach the reality which is receding as it seems to be attainable. Despite the failure, the attempt for accomplishing it is endless and ongoing.

Being projected into life, Beckett’s hero suffers from the pain of all kinds in darkness without identity, but he is permanently in motion to achieve extinction as a goal. The void of annihilation can be the desired destination, which can be sought in love, lust, return to the womb, and mirage of death. By nothing or the void, Beckett does not mean the negative connotation of death. Instead, he means the absence of physical life, not negation, but affirmation; “affirmation of the reconciliation of the conflicts and dualities which life is to replete especially the duality of subject and object” (Steinberg, 1972:93). However, the hypothetical imperative—which is manifested in another human being, object, or an unknown voice-- obliges him to leave the void and continue without any gain. The void sucks him into nothingness or annihilation, but the hypothetical imperative pricks him in the opposite direction. The void has arrayed its motives: dissolving body, time’s corruption, the travesties of love, the hideous qualities, but at the final moment, there is a final hail. Just at the point of prenatal darkness, of an artificially evoked womb, he cannot remain and has to listen and follow the urgent call whether from inside or outside.

The final hero of the trilogy, The unnamable, defines the problem exactly “there is no name for me, no pronoun for me, all the trouble comes from that” (p. 404). He offers the only feasible solution in Beckett’s world “I’ll go on, you must say words, as long as there are any, until they find me, until they say me” (p. 414). Hence, the existence
of the unattainable goal. Beckett denies the claim of literature "to contain the truth" (Wellershoff, 1965:92). His endless speech is the history of the human spirit to transcend thought and remain the prisoner of fictions he himself produces; he is a human being who does not know himself and who cannot tell who he is, where he is, and wherefore he is. He tries to talk about it and " thus merely enlarges his own darkness in which he is incapable of finding himself" (ibid 93).

How It Is marks a significant turning point in Samuel Beckett's fiction. All Beckett's other works employ at least minimal punctuation and keep the sentence and paragraph as the basic units of composition, but this novel features completely unpunctuated prose in fragments that need other terms describing them. Knowlson and Pilling (1979) call them 'versets' (p. 63) and Gidal calls them "segments" (p. 47). These parts or paragraphs do not coincide with semantic units and do not rely on the syntactic cohesion. The discontinuous format of the text consists of unpunctuated segments separated only by the blank space of the page. It is the story of an unknown and unnamable narrator telling what is told to him by a voice he is not sure to be from within or from without. The narrator is an immobile prostrate figure who, while waiting for an end, fills the time to that end with a continual flow of words.

The work is divided into three parts, and within those parts—before Pim, with Pim, and after Pim—the narrative is cut into small fragments by breaks, suggesting a sequence of thoughts punctuated (not by comma, dot, colon, semicolon, etc.) by moments of silence. The moments of silence are the times he is panting unable to express his thoughts or the voice’s. Thus, we have three different but related modes of being or life that are connected by an internal voice; there is the present moment of a man murmuring, the recording of his life, and the incomplete memories that encompass his former life recollected and spoken by a voice in his head.

The first part represents the wish on the part of the narrator to reach Pim by the end of the journey he has gone through. During this trip the narrator or Bom, as he calls himself, he tells of his world and of the fragmentary memories of a life above. The second part relates the moment of meeting Pim and how he makes Pim speak using different kinds of tools like the can opener and nails. The narrator in the second part plays the role of tormentor torturing Pim. In a grotesque play of sexual coupling and education, this torturing happens. In the last part, Pim abandons the narrator to reach a victim to perform the kind of abuse that he was subjected to by the narrator upon him. The narrator, being deserted by Pim, has to wait for a tormentor to be victimized and this process will continue infinitely. Here, Bom proposes an endless cycle of torturers and victims while preparing himself for his own encounter with his tormentor. Finally, he admits that the only voice he hears is his own, that Pim and other creatures are all illusions and the only real thing is progression inside mud.

The central event, then, seems to be an interaction between the speaker, claiming to be mute, and another creature, Pim, who speaks but is mentioned not to exist. It is the character of Pim which provides the narrator with the means of organizing the novel through its tripartite structure of a beginning, middle, and an end. Inasmuch as he remains a purely fictional entity distinct from the narrative subject, the invention of the character of Pim can be seen, then, as David Watson (1991) states "the evocation of another, an objective reference point around which a narrative can take place" (p. 93). Watson adds that without Pim no narrative can be found. Therefore, without narrative the narrator can find no site for the representation of the subject. On the one hand, Pim is the fictional creation of the narrator. On the other hand, the narrator's subject position depends on the prior existence of Pim's narrative. As a result, both the narrator and Pim need each other's existence, without the existence of one, the other is doomed to nonexistence. The narrator is referred to as a quadim, somebody or one unknown, "in the light first image any quadim I looked at in my way from afar furtively in a mirror" (p. 11).

Like most of Beckett's characters, Bom is old as well as being disabled signifying the Cartesian concept of the impotence of the body in contrast to the mind. The journey is the reenactment of Dante's journey into hell. The characters in Beckett reminds one of Dante's characters striving to leave the horrible hell for the land of bliss in paradise in Divine Comedy (1955). Ross Chambers (1965) believes Beckett's characters are not on the uncrossable brink of entry into some kind of heaven, so that for them existence is a purgatory on earth. They are in a kind of no man's land, lying somewhere between their existence in time and their life in eternity, neither the one nor the other. Typically their lives are over but have not ended, which resembles Dante's Belacqua who has been condemned to live his life over again in expectation of admission first to purgatory and then eventually to paradise. The narrator mimics the words at the gate of Dante's inferno "mute screams abandon hope gleam of hope ... abandoned here effect of hope" (p. 46).

How It Is starts with the narrator's invocation, an epic convention which is an appeal or a request for inspiration, addressed to a Muse or deity. The epic writer asks the help of a Muse to inspire his composition of the heroic poem he has begun. The same way in How It Is invocation is found: "Voice once without quaqua on all sides
The modern man in Beckett's world suffers from lack of identity, isolation, loneliness, and alienation. His situation is separated from the place of light above but the reason of this separation is vague or uncertain. It seems the narrator has been where he has been located. From the very beginning we are in the phase of initiation in the darkness without any recourse to "narration in terms of citation at the outset of the novel is equivalent to the latter's ascribing the cause of his speech to a higher cause in relation to which he is the obedient effect" (Singer, 1983:126).

The central issue is what kind of a quest it is. Many questions come to the mind. What is that goal that has obsessed the narrator or Bom’s mind? Is the aim something tangible or not? Why is the quest so defining for Bom? Is the goal worth every effort the character has gone through? Is the quest for reaching Pim in the dark with the load of tins in his sack tied to his neck through mud whether crawling or ambling, indicating the difficulty of movement? Is the aim something which is involuntarily imagined. However, the voice must be an unknown external one which should be beseeched in order to get the inspiration required for the composition of the adventure.

These paradoxes may finally be attributed to the narrator’s reference at the outset of the novel to a voice allegedly responsible for the narration to follow and which the narrator claims to cite. In fact, the narrator's recourse to "narration in terms of citation at the outset of the novel is equivalent to the latter’s ascribing the cause of his speech to a higher cause in relation to which he is the obedient effect" (Singer, 1983:126).

According to Campbell, the hero goes through the three stages of separation, initiation, and return. When it comes to this novel, we find the narrator or antihero in the middle of darkness and mud. The images he remembers or makes Pim remember are about the life above where light existed in contrast to the darkness of the underworld or where he has been located. From the very beginning we are in the phase of initiation in the darkness without any separation; that is, the separation has already started before the novel starts. It seems the narrator has been separated from the place of light above but the reason of this separation is vague or uncertain.

The modern man in Beckett’s world suffers from lack of identity, isolation, loneliness, and alienation. His situation in the 20th century is like a man caught in the darkness and mud. He is struggling to move forward and get rid of the chains of the wasted world symbolized by mud which is undifferentiated from every view looked at. It is a quest that is essentially a descent into microcosm in which the art of fiction is involved through which the self is expected to be discovered, but the goal is evading.

The self lies outside time and space. It is on the other side of words, expression, and forms. However, it is the obligation of the artist to express himself which is the object of the quest. The journey becomes crippling and sounds to distance the seeker instead of bringing him closer to it. In other words, the journey strips the protagonist of the means of completing it. The quest never brings the quester nearer to his goals, but instead keeps him from it, at some indefinable distance.

The quest for self includes seeking identity, being, metaphysical reality, and meaning in life. In other words, after discovering the self the character will have identity and a sense of being. He will locate the true reality and his existence will be meaningful. The abstract concept of self has been symbolized in another creature called Pim. Pim has given organization and order to the whole story because the triadic structure of the novel is centered on Pim. Pim is described as the object of desire for the subject the narrator, who seems to be unobtainable though he is approached.

Being with Pim leads to the disappearance of loneliness. Finding his real self in the form of a companion can bring an end to his solitary life in the dark and mud. He is hopeful that soon his problem is solved and the lost
goal will be found when Pim is met. The direction of the quest is from west to east indicating the fact that east, where the sun rises every morning in the sky, can be symbolized as the place of origin and light. Therefore, the progress toward the east reminds one of the fact that reaching the east he has achieved light and the source of his life. One can go towards the east but one can never reach it exactly, therefore they are always on the move towards it due to the circular shape of the earth. Hence, approaching the goal is possible though it is never achieved.

Bom tries to seek: "that which I have lost there where I have never been" (p. 52). He starts the journey by going somewhere he has never been before to search for something he has lost. The lost item can stand for his being, identity, or reality, which refers to self, in the shape of a companion which shouldn’t delete in subject form called Pim. He thinks of possessing Pim the way he possesses his sack, "... he can’t repel me it’s like my sack when I had it still this providential flesh I’ll never let it go call that constancy if you wish" (p. 61). He does not intend to lose Pim so he desires their relationship to be constant without any separation though it is impossible. Being with Pim would bring a drastic change in him because "... that with someone to keep me company I would have been a different man more universal" (p. 74). The companion would transform him into a different man than what he used to be when alone. He would be a more universal human being approaching the ideal model of humanity which is always wished as the final goal. Reaching Pim is not enough. Rather, it also includes imprisoning him in order not to lose him. He may escape and leave Bom alone to suffer his own hell.

The universality of the story of quest is being demonstrated when Bom mentions: "at that instant I leave Bem another leaves Pim and let us be at that instant one hundred thousand strong then fifty thousand departures fifty thousand abandoned no sun no earth nothing turning the same instant always everywhere"(p. 121). It is realized that he is one among a large number of couples that are acting the same way he has been doing so far. The words "always" and "everywhere" emphasize the omnipresence of the quest for all human beings.

Finally, the nonverbal quest is transformed to verbal when Bom mentions: "an image of this voice ten words fifteen words long silence ten words fifteen words long silence long solitude once without quaqua on all sides vast stretch of time" (p. 138). The same process happens in the narrator’s voice in which speaking is followed by long silence and then it is started again. Before this, there was the movement forward by ten or fifteen yards, but now the movement happens on the part of words with ten or fifteen words.

Quoting Carl Jung, Enoch Brater (1974) states that the ego is that conscious part of the psyche focused on a center called the "I", but the unconscious part of the personal psyche is focused and personified as a sort of alter ego, the shadow. We are dimly aware of this alter ego which is abiding inside us. It acts in us as if it were another being, another self, with whom we can carry a conversation, taking part in a conflict when we are of two minds about a problem. The alter ego is really a part of the personality. As long as it remains unconscious, the human being can never be whole and suffers as a consequence of the pain of disintegration. It is important for the individual to become united with his shadow, giving it a place in the totality of his "I". As a result, we take the first step in the individuation process and in the development of a true self-consciousness.

Laura Barge believes that in this novel the situation is not related to the tension between macrocosm and microcosm. Rather, the landscape or interior is the microcosm, which is believed to be mindscape. This microcosm is inhabited by inner self and is now split into a condition of either being or becoming. There is a duality of the self-as-subject and the self-as-object. Thus, the inner self, isolated form its own body and voice as well as being withdrawn from macrocosm, becomes the object of its own perception in the confines of the mind. The search for the self as object is going on by the self as subject to obtain the desired purpose of bringing the unity of both.

As far as Bom, the narrator, can peer there is mud and darkness around him. Groping in an endless direction across it, moving "ten yards fifteen yards" he has no way of distinguishing where he is (present), from where he has been (past), or where he is to go (future). Since the mud is borderless and is not covered by anything, it denotes no place. If Bom has no place, he has no position in time. Time here is quite indefinite. John Fletcher states: "there exists no means of measuring it since there is no night and day, but he is at least certain that it is very long" (p. 214). Because Bom can know neither where he is nor where he has been, he cannot make any progress; the repetition of his movements, like those of his speech, bring him nowhere. As a result, he is in search of Pim to tell him about everything he needs to know concerning time, place, and himself.

Beckett’s speaker cannot qualify as a member of a species when he is in mud and darkness. And if he cannot identify as part of a group, he will suffer the unknowability of the identity. Thus, he sticks to his species in order
to keep a sense of identity and being because he knows he cannot be a universal man without having someone’s company. This can account for his clinging to Pim as part of his species to remove him from nothingness.

Pim confers all the meaning that the life before humans can aspire to. In the absence of his name, Hugh Kenner (1973) says “acrid memories circulate without point, small mean words buzz, and we are reduced to such calming expedients as the drawing of free hand over the face” (p. 6). Having found his equal, his brother, whom he can martyrize, treat like an object and abuse at his will, Bom is no longer alone. He hears him, understands him, and shares his provisions and life. Thanks to Pim, he feels that he exists. The search for self is evident in the shape of Pim when Bom says: “... lie there in my arms the ancient without end we’re talking of me without end that buries all mankind to the last cunt” (p. 68). "Me" here can be deemed as self because he refers to himself as "I" but he is after "me". It is called ancient and it covers all human beings without end. The endlessness of this ancient self makes his quest a quest of humanity, "that he was necessarily that ancient other when it said I had suffered then forsaken to go towards Pim as Pim me suffered then forsaken to go towards his other" (p. 123). He means the collected unconscious that is universal and common to all human beings that are in quest of coming back to their original and real self, which is manifested here as the ancient other. Pim is "me" while he calls himself "I".

Bem’s cleaving to him is like reuniting with his lost self. Being with Bem, he can obtain his lost identity because Bem like Pim can give him his name and his life which he used to have above in the light but now there is no name in darkness: "Bem come to cleave to me where I lay abandoned to give me a name his name to give me a life make me talk of a life said to have been mine above in the light before I fell" (p. 118). All of the characters in this novel are one even if they are millions because they are called Pim, or every name that ends with "m" and is made of one syllable. As he says: "... for more commodity that would appeal to me at the end and one syllable the rest indifferent” (p. 67). "M" is important because it connotes man in general. The Pims are stuck as a couple motionless reminding one of the collective unconscious where the memory of all of human beings are linked to the big memory collecting all the things human beings share. The self is unknown to everyone. Here one is a stranger not only to others but also to oneself. It is a place of ignorance and unknown. One is a stranger to oneself but one tries to realize it though in vain.

However, the fact is: "what we were then like a single body in the dark the mud” (p. 132). The couple, Pim and I, has been compared to a single body when they are stuck together. It indicates the fact that they are like body and soul or self and the other mixed at this instant. Self is compared to a home or isle to be conquered: "... I am looking for an isle home at last drop never move again a little turn at evening to the sea-shore seawards then back sleep wake in the silence … live old dream on crabs kelp” (p. 94). Isle and home are the self he has in mind because finding it he does not need to move again. He will stay there enjoying the relaxation and sleep, it brings to his whole body. When in this position he will inhabit the third phase of Murphy’s dream where he can be silent and stop talking forever.

David H. Helsa quotes Hegel in his book, The Shade of Chaos: an Interpretation of the Art of Samuel Beckett (1973), in the light of self and other. In order to know itself, the self must become an object to itself, but it can do so only by encountering another self-consciousness. Consequently, the self can understand itself only by recognizing it in the other. In doing so, the self loses itself in the other, because it discovers itself only as the other. So to recover itself, it must sublate its being-other in order to return to its being-for-itself. Consciousness must recognize the other as another being-in-itself and simultaneously, self-consciousness is being-for-itself in that it excludes every other from itself, so that the other is marked with the character of the negative. As a result, in view of the one, the other is the negative, though at the same time in the view of the other, the one is the negative. In the encounter between the one and the other, each tries to control his opponent. Either the one or the other will prove to be stronger, and he will emerge as independent for itself, whereas the weaker will become the dependent on another. It turns out that the former becomes the master and the latter the slave.

The discovery of Hegel is that the other is not located only out there in the world, but is also in here as an integral and essential element of the self. The unhappy unconscious is the doubling of itself into itself and the other, and the other is the principle of contradiction and negation interior to the self. The struggle between the master and the slave is the struggle within consciousness of all the contradictions such as active and passive, motion and rest, and determinacy and indeterminacy. If consciousness desires to rest in one of these paired terms as the one, it faces its opposite and other.

It is the issue of self and the other that can account for the failure on the part of quest for the seeker’s identity and being. If self needs to find the other, in return to its real position it has to negate it and this struggle goes nonstop. The self as the subject cannot be identical to the self as object and their merging will result in no union.
Therefore, he has to withdraw the quest he has started, but later he will start it again. For the hero/character of Beckett, there is no bridge between the self as the subject and the self as the object. For this reason, he can achieve no unified concept of self and no identity. He is left with an inner voice which, like his movements, is broken and fragmentary in speech signifying not only the nonverbal but also the verbal disintegration.

The dimensionless self exists outside the world of space and time and is not achieved in that world. It is the same as the center of a circle in that it exists but we cannot attain it. Each attempt to circumscribe it just creates, not a center, but a new circumference which itself has a new center. Therefore, to approach the self is to struggle on a limitless process. Life as the chasing of self becomes the endless and disappointed task of following an infinitely receding object.

Murphy’s mind consists of three zones: light, half-light, and the dark. In the first zone, the mind is able to readjust the elements of physical experience, memory, imagination, as well as the will. In the second zone are ‘forms without parallel’ (p. 111) in the physical world; the pleasure consist in contemplation and minimum of effort is required. The last zone is the dark containing a ‘flux of forms, a perpetual coming together and falling asunder of forms’ (p. 112). The dark is that area of experience containing purity of will. The self in this zone is described as ‘a mote in the dark of absolute freedom’ (p. 112). It is a void without form, a chaos. Thus, the movement in mind is a movement from light to dark, from forms with physical parallels to the void of nothingness. It is the third zone that Beckett’s characters strive for but they are always regretful for not reaching it as a result of the call of return. Ethel F. Cornwell believes that the heroes long for a release from spatial and temporal consciousness as they experience it and that they are obsessed with any state that seems to offer relief.

The three divisions of the book show three stages in the development of the narrator’s consciousness. Part one represents the earliest stage, before self-consciousness happens. With the development of self-consciousness in part two comes the division between the self as subject and the self as object. Pim symbolizes the narrator’s self-as-object when he says "my life up there" (p.76). ‘Up there’ refers to the external world and it is paralleled to Murphy’s zone one as the zone of light. Down here, in contrast, refers to the inner recesses of the mind to which the narrator has entered as consciousness. It is the second phase in Murphy’s circle with light and dark mixed. However, retreating to the third zone of complete darkness, unity of the subject and object, is impossible as this is the problem with all of Beckett’s characters.

This failure of the quest signifies imprisonment in the I-consciousness. It is the inability to unify with what is outside the consciousness. According to John Pilling (qtd. in Davies 1994), "hell is not so much other people as oneself: the truly infernal experience is to be immured in one’s own consciousness with one’s own illusory companions” (p. 120). The bone white structure is able to receive light and distribute but is imprisoned in darkness. I-consciousness is located in the skull, thus bone white structure needs light to know itself but he just can get very quick images of the light in the form of memory. The light is needed to transform the consciousness but the desire for light is covered in the middle of mud and darkness.

Only he who has attained to his own identity can be silent, only when thinking has reached reality, it can come to a stop; otherwise, it will go on contemplating and the voice will speak over and over again. The more urgent the demand for truth, the clearer it appears incapable of fulfillment. Thus, Beckett gives us the illusion of arrival but at the same time he destroys the other illusion that the useless quest can ever be finished. The character’s awareness of his own self continues interminably; and time can never have a stop. As the individual can never become cognizant of his own ending, his final moments of consciousness must remain eternally suspended in limbo, symbolized as darkness and mud, and can be conceived as reappearing through all eternity. The protagonist or the narrator is suspended in the sphere of his own consciousness, between the false heaven of the macrocosm and the interminable hell of microcosm. This sphere "becomes", as Laura Barges (1977) stated, ‘a place of crucifixion where man as victim endures the suffering of self-perception’ (p. 275), which is the most frightening of all human observations.

A close look at the novel itself reveals this fact that failure of the quest is predominant in all three parts. In the first part, he mentions: "my life last state last version ill-said ill-heard ill-recaptured ill-murmured in the mud brief movements of the lower face losses everywhere" (p. 7). The signs of loss can be seen here where everything is impaired and flawed. Loss is present everywhere. He also uses the word ‘last’ to indicate his own condition which is nearly ending. The words that start with the prefix ‘ill-’ signify his impotency because saying, hearing, capturing, and murmuring—those things related to senses and memory—are at fault. Moreover, these compound words starting with ‘ill’ remind the reader of Beckett’s another novella, Ill Seen Ill Said (1981).
In the last part, everything is gloomy when he mentions: "all that almost blank nothing to get out of it almost nothing to put in that’s the saddest that would be the saddest imagination on the decline having attained the bottom what one calls sinking..." (p.112). This refers to when he is abandoned by Pim. We have the last part of his life where everything is upsetting with no input or output. The failure can be confirmed when it is revealed in all parts of the novel in the shape of ignorance and lack of identity, loneliness, emptiness and lack of fertility, and finally darkness. Silence and solitude have engulfed him to the extent that he says: "... the silence the solitude nothing else for the moment" (p.9).

The tormenter-tormented story he imagines is a desperate effort by a consciousness, to unlock with a can opener the inner being of some other who is the elusive self, and thus to initiate the motionless crucifixion of further search into the soul. The tormentor victim process brings to mind the subject-object relationship in which the subject has the upper hand of forcing, victimizing, and manipulating the object.

The way Bom torments Pim is stated in different manners like digging nails into his armpit, thumping with fist on his skull, clawing his left hand to the bone, imprisoning him, and stabbing him in the back side. All these actions show tormentor’s inhuman treatment of the victim, as if Bom is treating Pim like an animal. Eric P. Levy (1980) claims "if the relationship between Bom and Pim fails to rescue their humanity, it also denies each his individuality" (p. 87). The creatures are tormentor and victim by turn; that is, Bem is tormentor to Bom, but when Bom abandons Bem he moves towards Pim to play the role of tormentor. Being tormented by Bom, Pim leaves him to travel towards his victim and this process continues endlessly. Generally speaking, once you are a victim, then you are a tormentor in the next part of your adventure. As the narrator says: "it is stopped at the season of our couples and in that case one half of us tormentors in perpetuity victims in perpetuity the other" (p. 154).

In a man can be found a combination of being victim and tormentor; thus, man can have both inclinations. As tormentors, it is our urge to remain but as victims it is our desire to move on. When being remained causes failure, the urge to move on overweighs the former leading to continue what we have failed to reach. The idea of continuing in spite of failure can be deciphered throughout the novel as when he says:

you are there somewhere alive somewhere vast stretch of time then it’s over you are there no more alive no more then again you are there again alive again it wasn’t over an error you begin again all over more or less in the same place or another... (p. 24).

We have failure and the obligation to continue here. At first you are alive somewhere but then everything is finished. However, you begin again because it was not finished. This process goes on and on in Beckett’s work endlessly.

What The Unnamable mentioned in the last line is repeated here when Bom says: "... part three and last one can’t go on one goes on as before can one ever stop put a stop that’s more like it one can’t go on one can’t stop put a stop" (p. 99). The quest ends here with no desirable result, but he cannot help going on. It is not possible to go on; however, you have to resume. Or one cannot go on, but one should not stop, therefore, movement towards the goal is recommended. Beckett makes each verset sound both an end in itself and part of a greater whole. The French title, which is a pun on commencer--to begin-- could be apt here because the book is always beginning again and ending again a few words later and hence the narrator’s life seems very much like something over which still goes on.

3. Conclusion

Finally, the narrator gives a big shock to the reader by stating what the Unnamable mentioned of himself: "I'm a big talking ball, talking about things that do not exist, or that exists perhaps, impossible to know, beside the point" (p. 305). Bom astonishes the reader when all the attempts to reach a state of knowledge are declared to be balls. The narrator admits that the business of voices, of sacks, of light and dark, as well as the creatures he met are all fabrication, even the journey itself. It illustrates the failure the narrator experiences when he views "his array of bits and scraps and compares them with what he might have created had he been given, or seen, the light" (Davies, 1994:125). The words suggest that everything in the book that are concerned with imaginative reality are as much balls as the end of the book claims all that precedes it. Linda Ben-Zvi has the same idea when she states: "the impossibility does not keep the speaker from continuing to talk, however, for talking is the only form of thinking possible" (p. 188). Since the ego has no way of articulating itself, it cannot be verbalized and thus can never be known. That is why the narrator can never be silenced and has to continue talking. We have a narrator panting out words "in a doomed, but unremitting attempt to elude their silence and arrive at the promised land of their own silence..." (Fletcher,1967:22), the true silence that they never find.
The "warmth of primeval mud impenetrable dark" (p. 12) stands for the void in which he enjoys dwelling but there is the voice or hypothetical imperative which forces him to continue the search for something, self, that does not exist, and if it exists it is unknown, or if it is known it cannot be expressed by this faulty language. The episode before Pim is referred to as the golden age in which good moments are realized. In those good moments, the loss of contact with human species is celebrated where you are in contact with your real self. Dark is warm and pleasant because it brings him back to the primeval and original mud of life. But the voice or the hypothetical imperative has a universal function because he is not the only one hearing it. The voice incites some motion on the part of the hearer to leave the void and continue though failure has the upper hand. The voice transcribes its thoughts as faithfully as possible. It only stopped speaking when it needed to pant for breath. The problem of identity has caused a change in the title of the novel, different from the previous ones with the name of the major characters. The title indicates that "It" is now the narrator who has superseded all the others because it has gone beyond the bounds of gender.
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